As we move ahead with 21st Century development, it becomes apparent that the well-being of citizens, including vulnerable groups, is influenced by immediate surroundings. It is very important that public spaces are designed to add value to the well-being of citizens and visitors alike.

Public spaces designed with people for people do not only contribute to good health but have positive spinoffs to the safety, productivity levels and economy. You are invited to the forthcoming learning exchange which will explore creative ways of planning, developing and managing public spaces as common assets. The 3 days exchange will use existing good practice to critically look at:

- People-centred design;
- Governance and management;
- Safety and security; and
- Public spaces as catalysts for socio-economic transformation

Discussions during the learning exchange will influence planning and practice on global, regional, national and local levels through existing structures such as UN Habitat, UCLG and UCLGA.

RSVP by 20th MAY 2014
Hyacinthia Naidoo
email: hyacinthia.naidoo@durban.gov.za or
tel + 27 (0)31 311 4272 cell: + 27 (0)83 660 5422
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INVITATION TO LEARNING EXCHANGE

RE-IMAGINING PUBLIC SPACES
“Creating & Maintaining Vibrant & People-Centred Public Spaces”